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Amathole
LOCKSMITHS

17-19 MAIN RD AMALINDA
TEL: 043 741 4517 • CELL: 076 776 1776

LOCKED OUT? LOST YOUR CAR KEYS?
NEED A SPARE KEY?

 KEY CODING • DOMESTIC INDUSTRIAL LOCKSMITH

Camfly PVC Ceiling  Wall panel  SPC Flooring  Cornice  LED Ceiling

Lighting  Indoor & Outdoor Lighting  Solar Light 

SPC Flooring 100%
20 YEAR GURANTEE

WE ARE WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS OF: 
*Camfly PVC Ceiling    *Wall panel    *SPC Flooring 100% Waterproof
  *Cornice    *LED Ceiling Lighting    *Indoor & Outdoor Lighting    *Solar Light  

All lights have a 2 year guarantee

SPC Flooring 100% Waterproof
20 YEAR GUARANTEE

Under 25 Hens  - R 140 each

26 to 50 Hens - R135 each

51-100 Hens - R130 each

101-500 Hens - R125 each

501-1000 Hens - R120 each

Over 1001  Hens - R110 each

 
 
 
 

HY-LINE

BROWN

POINT OF LAY

Ready 19th February 2021

Disease Free| Vet Checked

Fully Vaccinated | 18 Weeks

BOOK NOW -  FOR SALE BY ORDERS ONLY
AGRIPAK GROUP SA - EAST LONDON

Tel/Whattsapp:  084 423 3174 | 083 652 1107
Bulura | East London | Eastern Cape

Building Gonubie 
together

By Wendy Committie

Finding beauty in negative spaces 
is exactly how you would sum up the 
initiative and personalities of Henri 
and Elna Smit from Gonubie. 

Driving along Deary Drive, along 
the beach front of Gonubie, you 
are drawn by stunning mosaic 
features, mowed lawns and lovingly 
maintained gardens, creating an 
environment of tranquility and 
beauty. 

This was the brain child of Henri 
and Elna, which has sparked 
participation by the community and 
involvement from businesses in the 
area.

The idea came about when Elna, 
a prosecutor, drove daily past the 
Gonubie Hotel on her way to work, 
the same route her husband, Henri, 
Vice Chairman of the Ratepayers 
Association, has his morning run. 

Continued on Page 6 >>

Henri Smit together with his wife, 
Elna and the community are 

'Keeping Gonubie Great".
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Speed camera or fatality ?
Western Avenue: 
"Motorists are careless, 
because the officials don't 
care if there are fatalities..."

By Siphokazi Naki

Businesses and residents around 
Western Avenue have witnessed over 
10 accidents in less than 6 months, as a 
result of negligent driving on the main 
road that connects Vincent to the N2.

Furious bystanders at a recent accident 
scene, hurled abuse at authorities 
claiming they do nothing to caution 
speeding motorists who are taking 
advantage and have no respect for the 
traffic laws.

“Motorists are careless because the 
officials themselves don’t care if there 
are fatalities. There are no speed humps 
or speed warning signs in the main 
street. I wonder, is BCM really waiting 
for someone to actually die on this road, 
before they do something?” questioned 
a resident.

The topic was triggered, after yet 
another collision took place last week, 
this time involving an ambulance which 

was apparently rushing to an emergency.
The ambulance collided with a 

Hyundia bakkie as it was exiting the 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) 
offices on Western Avenue.

According to a witness, Hilton 
Hensberg who was working close 
by, the driver of the van was driving 
straight down towards the Mall and the 
ambulance came out of the driveway 
and drove straight into the van. “The 
van collided with the ambulance on the 
back because the ambulance basically 
jumped out in front of the van,” 
described Hensberg.

Eastern Cape Rising Sun spoke 
with the driver of the bakkie, Nathan 
Chandlers, who said the ambulance just 
pulled out from the exit. “I hooted and 
hit brakes and swerved and it ended up 
hitting me. So, I ended up hitting it on 
the side at the back. I was in motion 
while it was still moving. Fortunately, 
there was no one injured”, explained a 
relieved Nathan. 

Residents and businesses are now 
hoping BCM and the relevant authorities 
will take into consideration their request 
to have speed breakers and warning 
signs installed.

However, BCM does not think so.
BCM’s Communications Officer 

Luxole Komani said that the speed 
limit for this road is 60km/h and also 
for this class of road speed humps 
are not accepted as they would cause 
tremendous delays to the traffic hence 
the intersection is controlled by traffic 
signals. However, Hensberg like many 
other businesses and road users disagree. 

“At EMS there should be signs visible 
showing that there is an emergency 
vehicle exit ahead and speed humps 
for the ongoing traffic to avoid such 
incidents. It is not about the delay to 
the traffic, but people's safety,” added 
Hensberg.

“What doesn't BCM understand? EMS 
needs to have immediate access to the 
roads and speed calmers on either side 
of the road is a must. I've seen these 
on the way to Queenstown at rural 

schools, why can't they put it in Western 
Avenue? It's a busy road, yes, this would 
just slow traffic to the legal speed limit,” 
commented a business owner.

BCM spokesperson, Komani added, 
"Our Traffic officers at times do monitor 
driver behavior on this road as well. 
However, road safety demands that 
drivers obey the rules of the road and 
drivers are being fined when they are 
caught breaking the law. Also, driver 
behavior is the contributor to EMS not 
being given the right of way."

The business owner who witnessed 
traffic officers on Western Avenue added, 
“This is not a permanent solution. 

A business owner added, "Occasionally 
we see traffic cops check for outstanding 
fines. Why don't BCM install a traffic 
camera to curb speedsters then? This 
way the government can also make 
more money and fix other roads.”

Smart

Hearing

 Hear         Live         Laugh  

we offer the following services: 
hearing testing

supply & fitting of hearing aids
hearing aid accessories & batteries

hearing aid repairs & services
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 

043 555 3277 

50 Jarvis Road, Berea

info@smarthearing.co.za

www.smarthearing.co.za

I n s p i r e d  b y  s o u n d

Western
Avenue:
Over 10 
accidents in 
less than 6 
months...

" What 
doesn't BCM 
understand? 
EMS needs 
to have 
immediate 
access to 
the roads 
and speed 
calmers on 
either side of 
the road is a 
must "
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By Sinazo Kleinveldt

Bru'd On Beach owner, Nathan 
van der Merwe, is just one exam 
away from obtaining his Private 
Pilot License (PPL).

The 35-year-old took his first 
steps to becoming a pilot in 2006, 
when he went for his intro flight, 
organised by his parents for his 
18th birthday.  

Van der Merwe says he delayed 
his PPL due to financial challenges.

He started again in 2016 after 
a long break, and went back to  
Border Aviation to finish what he 
started. 

He says the PPL costs roughly 
R100 000 for the 100 hours of 
training. "You pay money to make 
money," he said jokingly. Even 
the equipment is expensive.  "The 
headsets you use in the airplane to 
communicate with the people in 
the tower cost anywhere between 
R5000 and R30 000," he adds.

"Communicating is very 
important when flying. You need 
to know if there are any other 
airplanes, and if so, that is when 
they tell you if you should make 
way for the bigger planes," he 
added. Nathan says if you aspire to 

From Restaurant 
owner to Pilot

• Free installation
• Live Mobile Tracking App
• Remote Engine cut-off
• Recovery
• Tampering Notifications
• Historical Tracking

East London
Tel: 086 076 7279  8 Balfour Road, Vincent
info@caradar.co.za www.caradar.co.za

ADVANCED VEHICLE TRACKING

BLAST OFF PROMO!BLAST OFF PROMO!

BAARS MEDIA GROUP (PTY) LTD 084 989 4503

ALL CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

44 Frere Road, Vincent, East London

WE WILL BEAT ANY WRITTEN QUOTE  l  ALL PRICES INCUDE VAT l  T’S & C’S APPLY!
DELIVERIES CAN BE ARRANGED  l  ALL EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED  l  E&OE  

VISIT US ONLINE caterquipecape.co.za

MOOSA 082 867 8694  l caterquipeastlondon@gmail.com
072 044 3611 l 043 726 0678

VIST US ON
FACEBOOK / INSTAGRAM
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Nathan van der Merwe (right) with his instructor.

HOTEL 116

116 DR P IXLEY KASEME STREET
DURBAN (5 Min Walk  F rom Beachf ront)

060  627 0953

BAYSIDE ADHERES TO ALL  COVID-19 PROTOCOLS AND SANIT IZAT ION GUIDEL INES

0 3 1  3 3 2  0 4 6 0   www.baysidegroup.co.za

R395ROOMS
FROM

PER ROOM
PER NIGHT

R O O M  O N L Y  R A T E .  S U N  T O  T H U R S .  M I D W E E K  L O W  S E A S O N  R A T E .  T & C ’ S  A P P L Y

be a pilot, it has to be a dream and 
passion. You must love it. You 
must have a vision. You must see 
yourself doing it because flying 
is not for the faint-hearted.

After flying with an instructor 
for 10 hours, you then fly solo 
for a further 90 hours in order 
to qualify for a PPL. When you 
are in the air and flying, you get 
nervous, especially when it is 
windy. Van der Merwe says his 
first time was not too bad. He 
was quite excited because it was 
something he has always wanted 

to do. The businessman, who has 
been part-time at the training 
academy, just hired a manager 
for his restaurant to free his time 
up to be able to focus on his PPL.

After getting his licence, Van 
der Merwe wants to further 
his studies and obtain his 
Commercial Pilot License 
(CPL). 

The CPL allows you to be 
employed as a Pilot, and fly for 
various operators, although his 
main goal is to be an instructor 
and teach people to fly.
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By Siphokazi Naki

The Astroturf at Buffalo Flats  
has been ripped apart and stolen. 
The turf alone is estimated to 
cost around R3,6 million to 
repair, according to the Buffalo 
City Metro (BCM).

Residents are in distress with 
the vandalism taking place. 

Schalk Van Der Sandt, the 
founder and general of the 
Friends of Schalk, a group 
that focuses on uplifting the 
communities around East 
London, spoke to the Eastern 
Cape Rising Sun.

“The turf is ruined and the 
vandalism has been happening 
for more than two years now. 
The place needs proper fencing 
to prevent theft. The custodians 
are nowhere to be found and the 
municipality is also not worried 
about the facility,” explained 
Sandt.

Ward councillor, Johannes 
Dick Green is yet to receive a 
response after reporting the on-
going vandalism and theft.

“For now we are closing the 
gaps the culprits are using to 
enter the field. The gates remain 
locked,” he stated.

He warned the culprits 
responsible that they are ruining 
their own facility, where they 
could practise their sport skills  
and that which adds benefit for 
the next generation  to come 
who will be without facilities to 
enhance their talents.

He recalls the African Cup 
tournaments held at the ground 
between 2009 and 2010.

Selwyn Swartz, a resident 
said, “The hockey turf was 
the first turf around this area. 
Easter tournaments used to be 
played here every year. It was a 
boost to the community. I used 

to even guard people’s cars in 
my yard and make at least R50 
per car, but now there are no 
more shows. I think the field 
needs proper management by 
having a security or a full-time 
caretaker”. 

Another concerned resident, 
Helen Prince said, “Our children 
can’t play there anymore 
because they are scared and so 
are we. A teacher was recently 
robbed of a cellphone there and 
this vandalism ruined the water 
supply. A pipe or something 
inside the field burst and the 
water is flowing across the 
streets into our houses. My 
main concern is that we might 
be billed for it as it is closer to 
us." 

BCM's communication officer, 
Luxole Komani confirmed that  
the matter has been reported to 
the police and no arrests have 
been made so far.

She added that the police did 
manage to find another part of 
the turf.  

"Currently, we are waiting 
for the insurance process to be 
finalized as we have submitted 
all quotes and costs. The field 
was constructed in 2006, the 
estimation to fix all the damage 
is around R4 million. The 
turf alone is R3.6 million,” 
explained Komani.

She concluded, “We are 
pleading with the community 
of Buffalo Flats to assist us in 
catching people who vandalize 
the facility by reporting them.”

Another resident who wished 
to remain anonymous said, 
"Maybe our community does 
not deserve this field and BCM 
should reconsider because our 
people cannot respect it. Take 
the money and use it elsewhere 
in the community. Leave this 
field vandalised and let it be 
a reminder to the people that 
they are to be blamed because 
they do not report vandalism. 
Why waste government money 
repairing it, only for it to be 
vandalised again."  

Astro Turf ruined!

Having adopted the love and passion to work 
with people, Gary Bolton from Bolton & Associates 
is not immune to diversity when it comes to the 
ever-changing world of business, while also working 
towards helping his patients back on their feet.

“I absolutely love what I do, I always wanted to 
work with people” Gary Bolton explains.

Having desired to be a psychologist, Gary Bolton 
feels his practice in orthotics and prosthetics require 
more than just that, but an understanding of who 
you are dealing with, as each client is different from 
the other.

“I think what it comes down to is, when I initially 
meet the person, I allow them an opportunity to 
give freely of themselves and to just expel all the 
emotional trauma if need be, and I absorb that, and 
I take that on.”

“Our patients are always reminded and told that 
they are more than welcome to contact our rooms 
and come in at any stage if there are any problems 
for an assessment.” Always making sure the patients 
are happy when they leave Bolton and Associates. 

To an extent, Gary Bolton goes the extra mile to 
ensure he is available for his patients should they 
need his help outside the workplace. 

Patients at Bolton & Associates have been given a 
chance to wear different sets of shoes.

Gary Bolton’s patient, Bongi, who was born with 
a condition which required her to wear calipers to 
assist with safe mobility, and has for many years 

hated these types of orthotics.
“She came to me as she needed new calipers. I 

said to her that I am sure we could do something 
different for you, because with the technology that 
has changed, it’s not how it used to be where you 
always had to wear the exact same set of footwear. 
I said to her let us make you what we call KAFOs, 
which stands for Knee Ankle Foot Orthosis,” adds 
Gary. With this, today Bongi is able to wear different 
sets of shoes daily, which is something she could 
not do for years, making her one of the happiest 
patients at Bolton and Associates.

Bolton and associates offer services from Artificial 
limbs, Arch Supports / Foot Orthotics, Surgical 
Corsets, Spinal braces, just to name a few. 

The biggest part of their industry is making Arch 
supports / Foot Orthotics, and is something that they 
manufacture and fit for a lot of patients that present 
with dropped arches / flat feet, problematic toes 
or any other related pain presenting underneath 
the foot. “There’s a lot of hands on and practicality 
involved in our business, so you need to be relatively 
hands on,” says Gary Bolton.

Bolton & Associates have recently added more 
products such as protective active wear and diapers 
that is sold to private patients.

Bolton & Associates have relocated premises in 
March 2020, and would like to inform everyone of 
their new physical address at: 41 Gately street (Cnr. 
Of Gately & St. Andrews road), Southernwood.

Bolton and Associates, more than 
just a normal every day business

Bianca Heydenrych, Gary Bolton, Anton Smidt and Neziswa Vappie.

ADVERTORIAL:
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GREAT

SAVINGS
WITH US

CREDIT & DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTEDON GENERATOR DURING LOAD SHEDDING SASSA CARDS ARE ACCEPTED

VALID FROM 23 FEBRUARY 2021 - 07 MARCH 2021 FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
@Bilimoriapowersave

SHOP No.15 , ORIENTAL PLAZA , St. JOHNS ROAD , EAST LONDON   TEL: (043) 722 - 5827

TRADING HOURS:  Monday -Friday 08:30 - 17:45     
Saturday 08:30 - 16:00    Sunday 09:00 - 13:00   

NEW LARGE RANGE OF 
CURRY POWDERS

HOMEMADE PIES & 
SAMOOSA’S

45000
WHITE STAR Maize Meal 12.5 kg +
SASKO Cake Flour 12.5 kg +
GOLDEN PEARL Rice 10 kg +
HULETT Sugar 10 kg

EACH

COMBO
DEAL!

BUY THIS 
COMBO AND 

GET A FREE 
BILIMORIA 
FACE MASK.

1799
ALPEN
Nutrific
450 g

EACH 4999
LA ITALIANIA
Pasta
3 kg

EACH

2299

GOLDEN 
CLOUD
Cake Flour
2.5 kg

EACH

4 
FOR

1000
SPEEDY
2 Minute Noodles

EACH

799
RHODES
Baked Beans
410 g

EACH

1299
PLASTIC
Biscuit Barrel
Large

EACH

7999
GENTLE 
Luxury 2 Ply 
Toilet Paper 
18’s

EACH

1499
GENTLE 

Roller 
Towel

2’s

EACH

1599
TEA TIME
Tea bags
100’s

EACH

6999
COASTAL VIEW
Long Life Milk
6 x 1 L

EACH

2999
CREMORA
Coffee 
Creamer
750 g

EACH

3999
FRESHPAK
Tea
80’s

EACH
1999

GOLD CROSS
Condensed Milk
397g

EACH

899
TWIZZA
Assorted
2 L

EACH

1999
AFRICA
Maas
2 L

EACH

2799
BLACK CAT
Peanut Butter
400 g

EACH

999
SHELFORD
Jam
310 g

EACH

5999
MOIRS

Vanilla Essence
1 L

EACH

2199
ULTRAMEL

Custard
1 L

EACH

650
FUSION
Assorted
1 L

EACH

6199
SUNLIGHT
Auto Washing 
Powder
3 kg

EACH

2999
HEARTLAND
Corn Flakes
1kg

EACH

8799 SUNRISE
Extra Large Eggs
60’sEACH

2 FOR
3000PERSONAL TOUCH

Fabric Softner Refill
500 ml EACH

7999
OROS
5 L

EACH

2599
SUNDALE
Double Greek
Double Cream
Yoghurt
Assorted
1 kg

EACH

2999
LEE
Taste of Durban 
Marinate
Assorted

EACH
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Join us to salute Frontline Workers!   Call 043 050 5250 for more info!

Beauty in negative spaces
>> Continued from Page 1

The island was an unkempt 
space littered with a dead aloe tree 
and a triangular concrete dustbin 
overflowing with trash. 

Feeling let down by the 
municipality's lack of service 
delivery, and after contacting the 
BCM, to no avail, Elna and Henri 
decided to adopt the island. 

The Department of Beaches 
and Amenities were contacted by 
Eastern Cape Rising Sun, we were 
declined a comment, advising that 
all enquiries be directed through the 
BCM PR department in writing.

Where others saw an ugly concrete 
dustbin, Elna saw a beautifully 

mosaicked plant pot, which she 
created at her own expense. 

A beautiful hanging rock curtain 
feature was added, and thus, the 
upliftment of the beachfront had 
begun.

Motivated by the positive feedback 
from the public, Henri noted that 
"we as a community can uplift the 
area that we live in, just by getting 
involved." With the support of Ward 
Councilor, Andre Swart, the ‘Adopt 
a Park’ project was initiated. 

Anyone adopting a park, or area, 
then commits to maintaining that 
space. If you are interested in 
adopting any spot or space, you can 
contact Cllr Swart on 073 545 5202. 
Of the Smits, Cllr Swart says “they 

Building Gonubie together

are amazing people, I think Elna doesn't 
sleep at night, thinking about what she 
can do next". Next on the Councilor's 
agenda will be the potholes on the road 
by Gonubie Point and Black Rock.

At Gonubie point, once again, Elna 
and Henri's ability to see potential 
where others see junk is on display. 
They came across a resident throwing 
out an old kayak from his garage and 
they stopped and asked him for it. 

This became the central garden 
feature, now decorating Gonubie 
point, and inspiring residents to donate 
towards for the feature. 

Just off to the left of this area, is a 
beautiful remembrance garden, created 
for Mr Du Plessis, in loving memory of 
his wife, where he had placed a bench 
for her. After seeing the work that the 
Smits were doing, he asked them to 
help create this peaceful spot, adorned 
with arum lilies, his wife's favourite 
flower. 

The progress continues all the way 
along the beachfront, where mosaic 
sculptures and mowed lawns have been 
added to by the involvement of Jackie 
and Anthony Thompson from Gonubie 
Spar, who have contributed benches 
and dustbins along the beachfront. 

Other businesses offering sponsorship 
and involvement are Dalena Properties 
and Percy Shaw from Brand's 
Furnishers, who, according to the 
Smits and Cllr Swart, does so much 
good and an amazing job, keeping the 
lawns mowed where the municipality 
fails.

All pots and features are created with 
recycled materials found along the 
road or donated by contractors, as well 
as donations from companies such as 
glass and mirror off cuts from Gonubie 
Glass, and used tiles from sites. The 
placing of these features have been 
done in high visibility spots, even 
inspiring residents to continue the trend 
along some of the streets.

Other mentionable companies are 
Keenan from Pro-blasting, who does 
the sandblasting of the recycled pipes 
free of charge, and a company who 
does the galvanising at a discounted 
price, to ensure that the features can 
stand the test of time. Compost and 
plants to keep the gardens beautiful are 
donated by Gary Rieger from Riegers.

The Smits point out that the Gonubie 
community is full of unsung heroes 
who have started mowing lawns, 
picking up trash every morning and 
fostering a culture within the area.

“Making Gonubie extraordinary and 
special, where tourists want to come, 
that is my vision” said Elna.

Anyone wanting to contribute time, 
energy, support or donations can 
contact Henri Smit on 082 551 8051.

EASTERN CAPE
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Join us to salute Frontline Workers!   Call 043 050 5250 for more info! EASTERN CAPE

The best eat out spots! 

39 Main Road Gonubie
(043) 740 2636

Lekka Fresh Seafood!

Phone 043 732 1781 / 043 743 3320

We take Pride in pleasing and sowing 
back into our Community!

Building Gonubie together

SHELLY'S COFFEE 
SHOP

Shelly’s Coffee Shop, is 
a cosy, warm and inviting 
environment where you can 
sit and have a cup of coffee 
while gazing at the beautiful 
view of the beachfront. 

Shelly’s Coffee shop has 
been serving the Nubians 
(The Gonubie Community) 
and its visitors since 2008. 

The owners of the 
coffee shop, Ashley and 
Meg Spargs, say they are 
blessed with wonderful and 
thoughtful staff that they 
appreciate. The shop opens 
from 8am - 5pm daily. Visit 
them at 5 Deary Drive.

BUY & BRAAI - GRAND 
PRIX CAR WASH

Grand Prix Car Wash puts 
an entirely new spin on 
getting your car washed. 
With a buy and braai, you 
can fill up while you give 
your ride some love. 

Located not far from the 
beach, Trevor Sinyo is 
always there to serve you 
from 8am to 6pm. 

HEAVENLY PANCAKES
Along the beachfront, 

situated at 10 Deary Drive 
you will find Heavenly 
Pancakes, where you can 
have anything from a simple, 
straight-up stack from 
breakfast to dinner-style 
pancakes, sweet or savoury. 

These homemade pancakes 
are made from special 
recipes that leave your mouth 

salivating just by looking at 
them. Operating from 8am 
to 6pm. Thanks to Salomie 
Visagie for the hospitality.

MOCHACHOS
Craving for a dry spiced, 

flame grilled Mexican 
chicken, or a juicy chicken 
burger? 

Or maybe just a simple 
Mexican meal such as 
Burritos, Enchiladas, Fajitas 
and Chimichangas. Then 
Mochachos Restaurant is the 
place to be. 

A family style restaurant 
operating from 11am to 7pm 
at 39A Main Road.

LIGHTHOUSE - FISH & 
CHIPS

Fancy fish? Then get a taste 
of the ocean at Lighthouse 

Fish and chips, the best fish 
and chips joint in the area. 

If you aren't craving for 
mouth-watering fish, their 
burgers are to die for. Situated 
at 41 Main Road, they open 
at 10am to 6.30pm, Monday 
to Saturday.

GUIDO'S PIZZA
From your tasty pasta to 

seafood, Guido’s Pizza place 
is the place to be. 

A restaurant which caters 
for the whole family with 
their traditional wood 
fired pizza in a relaxed 
environment. 

Guido's has been operating 
for the last 26 years and 
opens 7 days a week from 
5.30pm to 9.30pm, Rusty 
Boucher is at your service.
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Working towards meeting 
the municipality halfway, is 
Gonubie’s Superspar owner, 
Anthony Thompson and 
manager, Robert Thompson, who 
have taken stands in fixing the 

boardwalk.
This is after a section of the 

boardwalk had collapsed and 
was closed to the public by the 
municipality.

The boardwalk had fallen into 

 

Building Gonubie together
Gonubie Spar helps keep the 

Boardwalk standing
an appalling state of repair with 
rotten beams and cross beams, so 
the two took action in fixing it.

“I visit the boardwalk daily 
as I live in Gonubie, and it is 
currently in a good state with 
ongoing maintenance,” says 
Anthony Thompson.

He also adds that, “since 2019 
we have managed to maintain 
the boardwalk and will continue 
with this,” with no outside help.

In addition, Anthony says 
that they do weekly structural 
inspections to ensure it is in 
good condition.

Owner of Gonubie Spar 
Anthony Thompson and 
store manager, Robert 
Thompson voluntarily 
helped to fix the popular 
boardwalk in Gonubie.
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Contact Mike
072 813 2420

13 Moore St, Quigney East London
CHINESE BIKES NEW SPARES & REPAIRS

FOR ALL MAKES OF
SCOOTERS

BIKES
QUADS

MIKES MOTORCYCLES

Lourens Johanes Smith, 
a very active member of 
the Gonubie community, 
called the Nubians, 
created a Facebook page 
so the residents could 
seek assistance amongst 
each other. 

From his caring nature 
and keen insight, Smith 
noticed that the fire 
department took a 
considerate amount of 
time to get to Gonubie in 
emergencies, and looked 
at solutions to assist in 
saving lives and homes.

He managed to get help 
from the community 
as he sourced prices 
and quotations which, 

according to him, were 
"extremely costly". 

Smith says he received 
a reply from the owner 
of Cavalo Stables in 
Gonubie, saying that 
they had a second-hand 
firefighting bowser that 
was used at the horse 
farm. Through donations 
from Gonubians, the 
truck was purchased.

"The whole Gonubie 
community benefits 
from the fire trailer and it 
has saved many homes. 
The community was 
also very welcoming of 
the idea and everyone’s 
names who contributed 
funds or materials are 

printed on the bowser 
to serve as a thank you", 
said Smith. Smith said 
he gets water for the fire 
bowser from rainwater, 
or from people in the 
community who are 
emptying their pools. 

The firefighting bowser 
allegedly holds up to 
2000 Litres of water that 
is used sparingly to help 
contain the fire until the 
fire department arrives.

It is alleged that Smith 
has a good and healthy 
working relationship 
with the Fire Department 
and that they welcome 
all the help they can get 
to contain fires.

7 Olympic Avenue, Chisselhurst | Email: kiddiespalace21@gmail.com
Cell: 073 631 1204/ 081 054 2626

EDU & AFTERCARE CENTRE
Small Steps 2 Leaps

Homework Supervised and Help Given, 
Virtual Teaching Gr1 - Gr3 Special Maths Tutoring Gr 1 - 

Gr4 Rotation Classes
 Times: 06:00 - 18:00 | Ages from: 0 months - 6 years

Building Gonubie together
Community fire trailer 

saves many homes

Lourens Johanes Smith, fondly known as Louw puts out a fire 
in Gonubie. Louw is an active member of the community and 

encourages participation from others to also give back.

For business collaborations,  
 sales, marketing, distribution 

or editorial queries call  
us on 043 050 5250.

Eastern Cape Rising Sun
Managing Director, 

Nishal Rampersadh 
084 478 8889
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Support CANSA’s Jail ‘n Bail
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Cancer Association of South Africa (CANSA) East 
London ‘arrested’ former chairman of CANSA 
Relay For Life, Patrick Schwulst (standing), 
current chairman of CANSA Relay For Life, 
Wayne Weyer (right) and Marketing Manager of 
East London Rising Sun, Reshana Roopnarain 
(left) for various ‘charges’. The ‘convicts’ will now 
appear in a ‘jail’ cell, built by CANSA, and before 
a ‘judge’, who will give them the bail amount. They 
have to stay in jail until they can raise their bail 
amount. The Jail ‘n Bail fundraising events is a 
national registered fundraising project of CANSA 
which was introduced to East London about 10 
years ago. CANSA East London appeals to the 
community to assist this Jail ‘n Bail initiative as 
it will help raise funds for the organisation so 
that they can continue offering educational, 
early detection, care and support programmes 
and help more cancer survivors celebrate more 
birthdays. CANSA is hoping to raise at least 
R50,000. The Jail ‘n Bail fundraising event takes 
place at the Vincent Park Shopping Centre this 
Saturday, August 25 from 9am to 2pm. Please 
come out in your numbers to support the Jail 
‘n Bail initiative. For more information, contact 
Michelle Goddard on 043-727-0120.

the LEADER IN NEW AND USED 

TOYOTA HILUX, QUANTUM AND 

AVANZA SPARES

your one stop quantum shop

NOW STRIPPING

F OR

WOMEN ARE THE VANGUARD OF OUR COMMUNITIES

By Anathi Makapela  

The MTV crew gave East London 
hopefuls a chance to put their best 
presenter faces forward at the MTV 
Base VJ auditions at the East London 
Golf Course on Saturday morning. 
The VJ Search is looking for MTV’s 
next presenter and the search has been 
going on throughout the country.  
Tshego Koke, winner of the 2017 VJ 

his advice to the excited entrants.  
He recalled his own journey in the VJ 
search saying it was a rollercoaster of 
emotions from anxiety to excitement. 
“You never knew what was coming. 
It was way out of my comfort zone 
but I think all you can do is put 
your best foot forward,” he said.  
Koke said he has grown since 
he won the VJ Search, last year. 
“MTV has brought me closer to 
being my best self. I have grown 
as a presenter and I am now doing 
radio on Metro FM, as well. I 
have interviewed international 
acts like Migos and that one was a 
big one for me,” Koke explained.  
When asked what advice he 
would give to those who were 
entering the competition he said 
that entrants should be authentic 
and be themselves. “The judges 

yourself. Be original, be authentic. 
MTV wants someone they can be 
proud of along the journey. If there 
are people who you look up to, you 
don’t have to be them,” he advised.  
The MTV VJ search will be on 
channel 130 (DSTV).

MTV searches in East London for next VJ 

elrisingsun
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Tshego Koke (centre) stands with contestants auditioning for the VJ Search on Saturday morning.
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EAST LONDON CYCLESEAST LONDON CYCLES
Your one stop cycling shop Sales & Repairs

Our Brands are Scott, Axis, Mongoose, 
Muna and Avalanche.We are currently

 running a R100 service special and if you
 bring this ad in we will give 
you 10% OFF any stock item 

(excludes bikes and sale items)
Speak to the ELC TEAM TODAY
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All roads lead to the East London Rising Sun of-
fice this week as the Rising Sun Community
Newspapers is expanding its horizon and reader-
ship with the launch of its latest publication titled,
East London Rising Sun. The launch date which is
October 24 is a brand new title and will focus on
East London and surrounding areas.  A weekly
edition with an impactful distribution of 40 000
copies door to door will highlight and feature in-
fluential and powerful people, historic land-
marks, community news, socialites and business
men and women. 
How it all began…When Vijay Maharaj went to

Tongaat, north of Durban, 32 years ago in search
of employment, he never knew he would become
the owner of one of the biggest community news-
papers. During his visit to the area, Maharaj saw
the need for a free newspaper. With determination,
he printed the first Rising Sun of eight pages in
1986 with a print order of 6,500.  The success of
the North Coast paper was followed by the second
publication. In 1989, Maharaj’s brother Reenesh
joined and together they launched the Umzinto
publication. The first publication was A5 and
mainly for advertisements, but soon developed
into a newspaper. The Chatsworth Rising Sun was

Rising Sun comes to East London
born in 1993 as a monthly publication.
Chatsworth was a thriving market and a year later,
the paper was distributed fortnightly and there-
after weekly. The success story of The Rising Sun
continued when they partnered with a media giant,
Caxton in 2003. As the years passed, publications
were launched in the various areas, with nine pub-
lications currently under the newspaper stable. In
KwaZulu-Natal, the Rising Sun serves the com-
munities of Chatsworth, Phoenix, Verulam and
Tongaat, Merebank, Overport, the Mid South
Coast and Durban Central. In Gauteng, The Rising
Sun reaches out to the communities of Lenasia,
Fordsburg and Mayfair. In keeping with the grow-
ing technological advancements, the Rising Sun
also launched websites which provide a platform
for online advertising. Digital versions of the Ris-
ing Sun are uploaded weekly on the websites that
are updated with the latest news every hour. Vijay
and Reenesh Maharaj also own a printing press in
KZN and Gauteng and a string of community
newspapers which boasts a weekly distribution in
excess of  322 000 copies weekly and a reader-
ship of approximately 1.3 million. The Rising Sun
has a remarkable story behind it and with the con-
tinued support from advertisers and readers, the
company will continue to make history. 
The new publication - The East London Rising
Sun will be distributed FREE weekly in and

around the East London area. The publication will
be distributed on a Tuesday and Wednesday  on a
knock and drop door-to-door basis. With the
group having nine other publications under their
brand, the East London Rising Sun is the new ad-
dition to the family, making it the 10th publica-
tion in the stable of newspapers. The Rising Sun’s
pledge to customer service delivery is the core of
their business and their commitment to you. The
East London Rising Sun looks forward to the sup-
port from the community and together will join
hands in taking your business to new heights. 
CEO, Mr Vijay Maharaj, is confident that The
East London Rising Sun will become the voice
and heart of the community and will enhance the
growth of businesses in the area. It will also serve
as a catalyst to bring communities and organisa-
tions together. Hence, it will also act as a ‘watch-
dog’’ bringing quality news to it’s readers.
“We are hopeful that the East London Rising Sun
will grow from strength to strength and play an
integral part in the lives and growth of the local
communities,” ended Mr Maharaj.
Should you wish to find out more on how we can
help your business expand or want us to publish
something of interest to the community, call us on
(043)-050-5250 or visit us at 101 Western Avenue,
Vincent.

Selborne College in-coming headboy and new custodian of the key for 2018, David Taylor (front facing) took over from old headboy, Dale Phillip, in a moving ceremony
during Founder's Day on October 20 to commemorate the school's 145-year anniversary. (See story on page 2)
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43 Devereux Ave , 
Vincent,East London 

Tel: 043 721 0565
Mon-Thurs: 

09H00 - 21H00 
Fri & Sat: 09H00 - 22H00
Sun & Public Holidays: 

10H00 - 20H00

R39-90

Elf Beef Cheese 
Burger Combo 

R58-90

Santa Beef Cheese 
Burger Combo 

The management 
and staff of East 
London Rising 
Sun, takes this 
opportunity of 
wishing all our loyal 
clients and readers 
a Merry Christmas, 
and a prosperous 
new year.

May 2018 bring you 
lots of Abundance!

Seen, are some 
staff members: (left 
to right - standing) 
Hennah Soorjee, 
Taylor Juretic, 
Nizaam Johnny, 
Joe Clark, Reshana 
R o o p n a r a i n 
(Manager) and 
Ziyanda Sidumo. 
(Seated) Cerwyn 
Diedericks and 
Rashika Soorjee.
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All roads lead to the East London Rising Sun of-
fice this week as the Rising Sun Community
Newspapers is expanding its horizon and reader-
ship with the launch of its latest publication titled,
East London Rising Sun. The launch date which is
October 24 is a brand new title and will focus on
East London and surrounding areas.  A weekly
edition with an impactful distribution of 40 000
copies door to door will highlight and feature in-
fluential and powerful people, historic land-
marks, community news, socialites and business
men and women. 
How it all began…When Vijay Maharaj went to

Tongaat, north of Durban, 32 years ago in search
of employment, he never knew he would become
the owner of one of the biggest community news-
papers. During his visit to the area, Maharaj saw
the need for a free newspaper. With determination,
he printed the first Rising Sun of eight pages in
1986 with a print order of 6,500.  The success of
the North Coast paper was followed by the second
publication. In 1989, Maharaj’s brother Reenesh
joined and together they launched the Umzinto
publication. The first publication was A5 and
mainly for advertisements, but soon developed
into a newspaper. The Chatsworth Rising Sun was

Rising Sun comes to East London
born in 1993 as a monthly publication.
Chatsworth was a thriving market and a year later,
the paper was distributed fortnightly and there-
after weekly. The success story of The Rising Sun
continued when they partnered with a media giant,
Caxton in 2003. As the years passed, publications
were launched in the various areas, with nine pub-
lications currently under the newspaper stable. In
KwaZulu-Natal, the Rising Sun serves the com-
munities of Chatsworth, Phoenix, Verulam and
Tongaat, Merebank, Overport, the Mid South
Coast and Durban Central. In Gauteng, The Rising
Sun reaches out to the communities of Lenasia,
Fordsburg and Mayfair. In keeping with the grow-
ing technological advancements, the Rising Sun
also launched websites which provide a platform
for online advertising. Digital versions of the Ris-
ing Sun are uploaded weekly on the websites that
are updated with the latest news every hour. Vijay
and Reenesh Maharaj also own a printing press in
KZN and Gauteng and a string of community
newspapers which boasts a weekly distribution in
excess of  322 000 copies weekly and a reader-
ship of approximately 1.3 million. The Rising Sun
has a remarkable story behind it and with the con-
tinued support from advertisers and readers, the
company will continue to make history. 
The new publication - The East London Rising
Sun will be distributed FREE weekly in and

around the East London area. The publication will
be distributed on a Tuesday and Wednesday  on a
knock and drop door-to-door basis. With the
group having nine other publications under their
brand, the East London Rising Sun is the new ad-
dition to the family, making it the 10th publica-
tion in the stable of newspapers. The Rising Sun’s
pledge to customer service delivery is the core of
their business and their commitment to you. The
East London Rising Sun looks forward to the sup-
port from the community and together will join
hands in taking your business to new heights. 
CEO, Mr Vijay Maharaj, is confident that The
East London Rising Sun will become the voice
and heart of the community and will enhance the
growth of businesses in the area. It will also serve
as a catalyst to bring communities and organisa-
tions together. Hence, it will also act as a ‘watch-
dog’’ bringing quality news to it’s readers.
“We are hopeful that the East London Rising Sun
will grow from strength to strength and play an
integral part in the lives and growth of the local
communities,” ended Mr Maharaj.
Should you wish to find out more on how we can
help your business expand or want us to publish
something of interest to the community, call us on
(043)-050-5250 or visit us at 101 Western Avenue,
Vincent.

Selborne College in-coming headboy and new custodian of the key for 2018, David Taylor (front facing) took over from old headboy, Dale Phillip, in a moving ceremony
during Founder's Day on October 20 to commemorate the school's 145-year anniversary. (See story on page 2)
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John Dunn from Beardified, a retail of beard care products gets a shave from hair stylist, Stephanie Delport from Headz Hair Company.
(Picture supplied by Celize Czichon)                    More pictures on page 2.
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 running a R100 service special and if you
 bring this ad in we will give 
you 10% OFF any stock item 

(excludes bikes and sale items)
Speak to the ELC TEAM TODAY
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All roads lead to the East London Rising Sun of-
fice this week as the Rising Sun Community
Newspapers is expanding its horizon and reader-
ship with the launch of its latest publication titled,
East London Rising Sun. The launch date which is
October 24 is a brand new title and will focus on
East London and surrounding areas.  A weekly
edition with an impactful distribution of 40 000
copies door to door will highlight and feature in-
fluential and powerful people, historic land-
marks, community news, socialites and business
men and women. 
How it all began…When Vijay Maharaj went to

Tongaat, north of Durban, 32 years ago in search
of employment, he never knew he would become
the owner of one of the biggest community news-
papers. During his visit to the area, Maharaj saw
the need for a free newspaper. With determination,
he printed the first Rising Sun of eight pages in
1986 with a print order of 6,500.  The success of
the North Coast paper was followed by the second
publication. In 1989, Maharaj’s brother Reenesh
joined and together they launched the Umzinto
publication. The first publication was A5 and
mainly for advertisements, but soon developed
into a newspaper. The Chatsworth Rising Sun was

Rising Sun comes to East London
born in 1993 as a monthly publication.
Chatsworth was a thriving market and a year later,
the paper was distributed fortnightly and there-
after weekly. The success story of The Rising Sun
continued when they partnered with a media giant,
Caxton in 2003. As the years passed, publications
were launched in the various areas, with nine pub-
lications currently under the newspaper stable. In
KwaZulu-Natal, the Rising Sun serves the com-
munities of Chatsworth, Phoenix, Verulam and
Tongaat, Merebank, Overport, the Mid South
Coast and Durban Central. In Gauteng, The Rising
Sun reaches out to the communities of Lenasia,
Fordsburg and Mayfair. In keeping with the grow-
ing technological advancements, the Rising Sun
also launched websites which provide a platform
for online advertising. Digital versions of the Ris-
ing Sun are uploaded weekly on the websites that
are updated with the latest news every hour. Vijay
and Reenesh Maharaj also own a printing press in
KZN and Gauteng and a string of community
newspapers which boasts a weekly distribution in
excess of  322 000 copies weekly and a reader-
ship of approximately 1.3 million. The Rising Sun
has a remarkable story behind it and with the con-
tinued support from advertisers and readers, the
company will continue to make history. 
The new publication - The East London Rising
Sun will be distributed FREE weekly in and

around the East London area. The publication will
be distributed on a Tuesday and Wednesday  on a
knock and drop door-to-door basis. With the
group having nine other publications under their
brand, the East London Rising Sun is the new ad-
dition to the family, making it the 10th publica-
tion in the stable of newspapers. The Rising Sun’s
pledge to customer service delivery is the core of
their business and their commitment to you. The
East London Rising Sun looks forward to the sup-
port from the community and together will join
hands in taking your business to new heights. 
CEO, Mr Vijay Maharaj, is confident that The
East London Rising Sun will become the voice
and heart of the community and will enhance the
growth of businesses in the area. It will also serve
as a catalyst to bring communities and organisa-
tions together. Hence, it will also act as a ‘watch-
dog’’ bringing quality news to it’s readers.
“We are hopeful that the East London Rising Sun
will grow from strength to strength and play an
integral part in the lives and growth of the local
communities,” ended Mr Maharaj.
Should you wish to find out more on how we can
help your business expand or want us to publish
something of interest to the community, call us on
(043)-050-5250 or visit us at 101 Western Avenue,
Vincent.

Selborne College in-coming headboy and new custodian of the key for 2018, David Taylor (front facing) took over from old headboy, Dale Phillip, in a moving ceremony
during Founder's Day on October 20 to commemorate the school's 145-year anniversary. (See story on page 2)
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187 Oxford Street, East London Tel: 043 7222824  Cell: 0727644666/0790958648

e-mail: williamsmotorsportel@gmail.com ...Serving you since 1995

WILLIAMS MOTORSPORTWILLIAMS MOTORSPORT

Morgan Says!!!

Lowest Prices on MagWheels

14”/15”/17” VW REP Mag & Tyre Combo Deals

R5500. R6500 R7500

195/50/15,175/65/14, 205/40/17 Tyres suitable for 

14”COMBO - .....15”COMBO - .....17”COMBO - 

POLO,GOLF,JETTA,PASSAT
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OYOTA VANZA

185/70/14 Tyres 

Specials On Toyota Quantum ‘Transporter’ Tyres

195R15 ......R799 

155/80/13............R450.00

175/70/13............R499.00

175/65/14............R499.00

185/60/14............R550.00

195/50/15............R550.00

205/55/16............R750.00

205/40/17............R650.00
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FREE FITMENT 

AND BALANCING

ALL ALL MAGS AND TYRES

PURCHASED.

PRICES VALID WHILE STOCKS

LAST.  E&OE

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

 

R599

 

Serving you since 1995

PANELBEATERS

WILLIAMS MOTORSPORTWILLIAMS MOTORSPORT

Full Respray

187 Oxford Street, East London Tel: 043 7222824  

Cell: 0727644666/0790958648

e-mail: williamsmotorsportel@gmail.com 
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modelling and started out by competing at smaller pageants and 

Clarendon High celebrates its cultural diversity

elrisingsun

Distributed in: Abbotsford, Amalinda, Arcadia, Baysville, Beacon Bay North, Beacon Bay, Beaconhurst, Belgravia, Berea, Bishopsgate, Blue Bend, Bonnie 

Vol. 1 No. 46 SEPTEMBER 18, 2018 TEL: 043 050 5250 061 404 1657East London Rising Sun

42 500
copies free weekly

Amathole
LOCKSMITHS

17-19 MAIN RD AMALINDA

LOCKED OUT? LOST YOUR CAR KEYS?
NEED A SPARE KEY?

 

As South Africans prepare for Heritage Day on September 24, Clarendon High School pupils dressed up in their traditional attire to showcase their cultural diversity at the school. Heritage 
Day is a day in the year in which the country celebrates their cultural origins.

the LEADER IN NEW AND USED 

TOYOTA HILUX, QUANTUM AND 

AVANZA SPARES

your one stop quantum shop

NOW STRIPPING

F OR

Less 40% on all spares

while stocks last

Fast Ads: Buy It. Sell It. Find It...
To place your advert:   Visit us at 99 Western Avenue, Vincent         043 050 5250   • Open Mon to Fri 8am to 5pm and Sat 8am to 12pm

ADVERTISE YOUR
UNWANTED ITEMS WITH US 

061 404 1657

043 050 5250
CALL HENNAH

Open on Mon - Fri: 8am - 5pm • Sat: 8am - 12pm
CASH OR EFT PAYMENTS ACCEPTED

ADVERTISE YOUR
UNWANTED ITEMS WITH US 

Should no contact be made within 30 days for 
foster care or 90 days for adoption, the organi-

sation will continue to make decisions regarding 
the concerned child.

* CARING * MENTORING * RESTORING

EAST LONDON SINCE 1955
CHILDREN & FAMILIES

The above organisation is attempting to trace the 
following biological parents and any person  

with an interest in the children as listed:

Biological mother: Siyasanga Bengeza
Biological father: Unknown Mfundo Bengeza
Child: Sifundo Bengeza
Social Worker: Nozandile Velapi – 043 722 6104 (Foster Care)

Biological Mother: Amanda Ntancu (Deceased)
Biological father: Unknown 
Child: Kungelihle Ntancu
Nozandile Velapi – 043 722 6104 (Foster care)

PACKAGE
PENSION/

BRIDGING
CASH

while waiting for

Payout
(Lumpsum only)

Tel: 043 722 0980
076 475 2818

Financial For Hire HOLIDAY
RENTALS

Notices
SINGH & 

ASSOCIATES
Attorneys, 
Notaries, 

Conveyancers  
& Administrators 

of Estates

Email: neshal@
singhassociates.co.za

043 722 3067

BAKKIES FOR 
HIRE WITH 
RELIABLE 

DRIVER. WE 
DELIVER  & 

TRANSPORT TO 
EC, KZN, JHB!

Call: 084 
478 8889

Sell your 
unwated 

items!
Call 

Ayesha 
at Rising 
Sun on 

043
050 5250

Friends see 
in Mickey at 
the finish...

59 year old estate agent, 
Mickey Wittuhn (third 
from left) finished his 
unofficial 40th Surfers 
Marathon on Friday.
He is pictured with his 
welcoming party (from 
left to right): Gary Martin, 
Rosi Jones, Soula 
Coutsoudis, George 
Cooras and Megan 
Mannion.

Photo by Themi Cooras
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Josneil shares sporting talent
Josneil Long, is passing his skills down 

to youngsters who are passionate about 
cricket. A member of the Border Cricket 
Academy, he has started coaching and 
mentoring young cricket players ages 
10-years and above.

Go off the Grid 
with Solar. No 
upfront deposit, 
our highly 
trained team will 
work out your 
kw requirement. 
Our finance 
team would 
contact you, The 
technical team 
would install. 
You would pay 
us for a period of 
5 years, like you 
would on your 
eskom bill. We 
would maintain 
your system 
for 5 years on a 
monthly basis. 
After 5 years, the 
system is yours 
no eskom, no 
payments to us. 
Thereafter you 
would have at 
least 10 years of 
free power from 
the sun.

Solar 
Energy for 
home and 
office

Josneil, an Old Selbornian, who studied 
Sports Coaching Science at ETA College, 
said he knew at a very young age that 
he loved sports, and that is where his 
passion lay. By the age of 10, Josneil was 
already playing golf, and played 1st team 
cricket throughout high school. 

His main focus now is to transfer 
the skills he has accrued to young 
cricket players while monitoring their 
development and enhancing their 
progress. "I turned my passion into my 
full-time focus, for teaching young 
talented cricket players the skills of 
cricket," he said.

He coaches individuals and groups, with 
added benefits of nutritional coaching 
and product purchase. 

Specialising in awareness and entry-
level development coaching, his main 
focus is to make sure that the young 
players are taken back to basics, to learn 
to play any game with confidence.

The lessons take place at Old 
Selbornians Club and Hams Club, while 
private lessons at their parent's premises 
are also optional. 

"Right now, I only offer my services 

to young players from the age of 10 
and up. From beginners stage up to 
the competitive stage, to help enhance 
their engagement and confidence 

levels," Josneil advised. He hopes that 
his coaching, based on the demand of 
the sport of cricket, will help to inspire 
young players to aspire to greatness.
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www.easterncaperisingsun.com

Trading Hours: Mon - Fri 7.30am to 4pm

A Surfer's 40th Marathon

Report & Photo By  
Joe Clarke

With the cancellation of this 
year’s Discovery Surfers Challenge 
due to the pandemic, 39 times 
race finisher, Mickey Wittuhn 

remained undeterred as he set off 
from Kwelera in cool conditions on 
Friday afternoon to complete his 
unofficial 40th finish.

As a 15 year old in 1977 Mickey ran 
his first Surfers and the following 
year secured his best position of 

fourth, “In those days there 
were no watering points, no 
lifeguards manning the river 
crossings, tides were not taken 
into consideration and the run 
finished at Nahoon Corner,” 
the surfer and experienced 
waterman said.

Cheered on by his girlfriend 
Soula Coutsoudis at a water 
stop in Gonubie, he was 
further spurred on by a 
personal tradition, “As always 
I stopped off at my friend Dave 
Ridge at Rainbow Valley for 
my customary double brandy 
and coke, I felt good the whole 
way,” he added.

Mickey dedicated his run to 
the late Robbie Stone, Don 
Wilkins and Dave Fish as well 
as all those that have lost loved 
ones during the pandemic.

Some interesting race facts…
The now 17.5 km race started 

in 1975 with just 26 runners.
The biggest field to date saw 

3800 entrants in 2015.

The one hour barrier mark 
has been broken on three 
occasions but never since the 
slightly extended new route 
was introduced.

Approximately 10 athletes 
have completed 40 + finishes.

Comrades Marathon legend, 
Bruce Fordyce has partaken 
in 10 races.

After the Buffs Marathon 
(one year older), the event is 
East London’s second oldest 
race.

Surfski paddlers were 
introduced to the race in the 
1980’s.

The event now includes a 10 
km and 5 km race to include 
all ages and varied fitness 
levels.

“This would have been the 
47th race, up until now we 
have never cancelled. To us it 
was like a death in the family, 
the decision was not an easy 
one,” said Discovery Surfers 
Challenge Director, Neville 
Wilkins.

A Surfer's 40th Marathon


